
MULTICOM



MULTICOM
Together we create value. It is when we meet that new thoughts arise and we 
create something unique. Multicom is a table range that promotes creativity 
and conversation through smart solutions. The name Multicom comes from 
multi, meaning many, and com from the Latin word communis which means 
to share. To share and communicate thoughts and ideas. To generate meaningful 
exchange between the individual and the group. 
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TABLE RANGE FOR ALL MEETINGS
Multicom meets every conceivable meeting and communication requirement. 
With its high quality and flexibility the table range is perfect for video and 
online conferences, training sessions, other types of presentations and 
for larger or smaller groups. Multicom is available in a large range of 
models - as a meeting table, a standing table or as a personalised work-
station. The modular design makes it possible to construct different 
formations, everything from circular meeting places to traditional long 
tables. Furthermore, the range is adapted for today’s technology, with 
stylish solutions for multimedia, network and power connections, and if 
you wish, built-in LED lighting. The design is pure and simple, with a 
strong feel for details. Multicom is extremely easy to assemble and can in 
essence be put together by hand, without tools. 
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CREATE VALUE TOGETHER
Meetings play an increasingly important role in the workplace. Much work 
occurs in groups and we need to meet to work and create value together. 
Needs alternate and interiors must therefore be adaptable to different 
circumstances, groups and individuals. Multicom is flexible and works in 
many different contexts - from the standing, spontaneous meeting holding a 
cup of coffee to the more formal company meeting, the recurring department 
meeting or the representative customer visit. Our extensive range also 
includes many different types of task and meeting chairs which can be 
combined with Multicom.
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CREATE VALUE TOGETHER 
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INVITING DESIGN
Multicom has an inviting design with an appealing shape and choice of 
materials. The front panels made of frosted glass offer both discretion and 
quality. It is possible to customise the front panel with an embossed company 
logo, any graphical image or room signage. There are LED lighting strips 
available that can be used to create various types of moods or increase the 
illumination in the room. The innovative solutions for technology and 
multimedia are functionally built into the table.
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SMART SOLUTIONS
Multicom is a user-friendly, versatile and flexible meeting system. The table 
range has been adapted for today’s technology with stylish and smart 
solutions for network and power outlets. Mobile devices can be easily 
connected to show presentations or charge batteries. The table can also be 
fitted with inbuilt LED lighting to be able to configure a pleasant lighting 
situation. The range also has a clever inbuilt area made of frosted glass to put 
things on, for instance mugs, glasses or bottles.
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FOLDABLE CABLE CHANNEL 
Can be folded down at both ends. An accessory 
that suits both meeting and system tables.

LEG - SYSTEM TABLE
Rounded legs for a gentler finish. Available 
painted or chrome-plated. Fixed height of 
725 mm.

LEG WITH DRINKS HOLDER - SYSTEM TABLE
Frosted glass area to put glasses or bottles. 
Used as connecting leg frame. Available painted 
or chrome-plated. Fixed height of 725 mm.

FLEXIBLE VERTICAL CABLE SPINE
An accessory that suits both meeting and system 
tables.

LEG - SYSTEM TABLE
Square legs for a stylish finish. Available painted 
or chrome-plated. Fixed height of 725 mm.

MAGNETIC VERTICAL CABLE SPINE
An accessory that suits both meeting and system 
tables.

LEG WITH CABLE OUTLETS - SYSTEM TABLE
Leg with top part in frosted acrylic glass. Used 
as connecting leg frame. The cable outlets pro-
vide clever power, network and media manage-
ment. Available painted or chrome-plated. Fixed 
height of 725 mm.

FUNCTIONS & OPTIONS
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CHROME!PLATED PILLAR BASE ! MEETING 
TABLE
Chrome-plated pillar base with rounded base. 
Fixed height of 725 mm. Base Ø 550 mm, 675 mm 
or 850 mm.

CHROME!PLATED PILLAR BASE ! MEETING TABLE
Chrome-plated pillar base with square base. 
Fixed height of 725 mm. Base 550 x 550 mm, 
650 x 650 mm.

PAINTED PILLAR BASE ! MEETING TABLE
Painted pillar base with rounded base. Fixed 
height of 725 mm. Base Ø 550 mm, 675 mm or 
850 mm.

PAINTED PILLAR BASE ! MEETING TABLE
Painted pillar base with square base. Fixed height 
of 725 mm. Base 550 x 550 mm, 650 x 650 mm.

LEG - MEETING TABLE
Rounded legs for a gentler finish. Fixed height of 
725 mm.

LEG - MEETING TABLE
Square legs for a stylish finish. Fixed height of 
725 mm.

FROSTED GLASS FRONT PANEL
The front panels made of frosted glass offer both 
discretion and quality. An accessory that suits 
both meeting and system tables.
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DIFFERENT VERSIONS
Multicom offers a wide selection of tops, materials and underframes to 
choose from to make it easier to find the solution that best suits your environment. 
There are tabletops with beech, oak or birch veneer surfaces as well as white, 
light grey, beech, oak or birch laminate. There are a range of different under-
frames or legs to choose from. There are white, silver, chrome-plated, 
graphite grey or black pillars or legs. Castors are also available if a mobile 
underframe is required, and end panels can be fitted to hide the table legs. 
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MATERIAL

White

Chrome

Silver

Black

Graphite grey

Birch

Beech

Oak

White 

Light grey 

Beech

Birch

Oak

LAMINATE METALVENEER



STAND!UP MEETING TABLE 
Stand-up meeting table in white or black laminate.

SQUARE MEETING TABLE
Fixed height of 725 mm.
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ROUND MEETING TABLE
Height adjustment with gas spring
720–1,160 mm.

SQUARE MEETING TABLE
Height adjustment with gas spring
720–1,160 mm.

MEETING TABLE ON CASTORS
Height adjustment with gas spring
720–1,160 mm.

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO MEET?
The Multicom stand-up meeting table can be used in many different ways and 
in many different places. It is a natural meeting point for either a spontaneous 
or planned meeting. It is well suited to Next Office – Activity Based Working 
environments as the tables can be used by many people in different situations 
either for conversation or individual work. With our height adjustable meeting 
tables you can easily alternate between a sitting or standing position. This is 
important from an ergonomic perspective and prevents excessive sitting. It 
also lets you set up another type of meeting which is both more dynamic, 
social and creative. 
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MULTICOM - TABLE

TABLETOP 23 mm, chipboard with wood veneer and solid wood lipping (beech, birch, oak), laminate (beech, birch, oak, white, light grey). UNDERFRAME Made of 

steel, powder-coated, chrome-plated, impact and wear resistant, T-base, pillar base, side table underframe with adjustable gas spring, 720-1,160 mm. TABLE 

HEIGHT Meeting table 725 mm (720-1,160 mm with gas spring), System table 715 mm OPTIONS Panels, cabling, trolleys for storage and transport of tops and legs.

SCALE 1:100. UNIT mm
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MEETING TABLE "FIXED HEIGHT 725 MM#

SYSTEM TABLETOPS

STAND!UP MEETING TABLE

Boat-shaped 
end section

Boat-shaped 
centre section
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